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This guide shows users how to join the School Attendance Boundary Information System (SABINS) 
data to Census 2010 tabular data, Common Core of Data (CCD), and individual schools. In addition, 

this guide shows users how to store data in a file geodatabase.

This guide assumes the user has already downloaded and unzipped SABINS data from www.
sabinsdata.org For assistance in this, please see the Using the SABINS Data Finder tutorial.

Four files are necessary to follow all steps outlined in this tutorial document.  

1. A shapefile of school attendance boundary polygons. For this example, we will use the 
kindergarten shapefile called PY_SABINS_0910_00_US.shp 

2. The second file contains Census 2010 data aggregated by school attendance boundary. In this 
tutorial, we will work with race data. For kindergarten, nhgisXXXX_ds171_sab_00.csv (where 

XXXX is a number which represents how many extracts the user has previously completed).  

3. The third file is a SABINS-to-CCD crosswalk table that links unique school IDs (NCESSCH) 
alongside their corresponding school boundary IDs (SABINSID). There is a unique table for each 

grade. For kindergarten, the table is NS_SABINS_CCD_0910_00.dbf

4. The fourth file contains CCD public school information by school ID. The one file, which contains all 
grades is CCD0910.dbf

Files 1 and 2 are downloaded using the SABINS Data Finder while files 3 and 4 are downloaded from 
www.sabinsdata.org/user-resources/school-data
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Schools and school attendance boundaries have a somewhat counter-intuitive relationship. In 
most cases, one school serves a single attendance boundary. But schools and school attendance 
boundaries do not always have a one-to-one relationship. Some schools serve multiple, separate 
attendance boundaries, and sometimes more than one school serves the same attendance boundary. 
This makes the relationship between schools and school attendance boundaries a more complicated 
many-to-many relationship.
 
To accommodate schools’ and attendance boundaries’ many-to-many relationship, the SABINS project 
stores information about either entity in separate tables. In the attendance boundary shapefile 
(PY_SABINS_0910_00_US.shp), each school attendance boundary is listed once and identified 
by a unique 27-digit SABINSID. In the public school information data table (CCD0910.dbf), each 
school is listed once and identified by a unique 12-digit NCESSCH. A third table lists the NCESSCH’s 
and SABINSID’s side by side; schools and school attendance boundaries may be listed multiple times 
depending on their corresponding relationships.

We accommodate this many-to-many relationship by providing two options for joining schools and 
attendance boundaries.

•Option A joins school data to individual SABINS polygons. In this option, each school attendance 
boundary will be accounted for. But polygons associated with multiple schools will only have one 
school listed with them, i.e., not all schools will be listed.

•Option B joins school boundary data to individual schools. In this option, each school will be 
accounted for. Duplicate SABINSID’s will be listed where multiple schools share a single attendance 
boundary.  
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Start Esri ArcMap and open a new document. Click the add data button, and browse to the location 
of the Kindergarten shapefile and the race data file. For this example, the files names are as follows:  
PY_SABINS_0910_00_US.shp and nhgisXXXX_ds171_2010_sab_00.csv

Join the two files by right clicking PY_
SABINS_0910_00_US.shp in the 
table of contents. Then select Joins and 
Relates>Join…  In the dialogue box that 
opens:

a. Under “What do you want to join to this 
layer?” select Join attributes from a table.
 
b. For both the numbers 1 and 3 (the field the 
join will be based on), select GISJOIN. Select 
nhgisXXXX_ds171_2010_sab_00.csv 
under number 2, “Choose the table to join to 
this layer, or load the table from disk:” 

c. Make sure the radio button next to “Keep all 
records” is selected.

d. Press OK.

You may view the joined table by right clicking 
PY_SABINS_0910_00_US.shp in the table 
of contents and selecting Open.
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Joining Census 2010 Data to a SABINS Shapefile



After we verify the join worked correctly be inspecting the results in the shapefile’s attribute table, it 
is best to export the joined shapefile. It is important to realize that a table join does not result in a 
permanent change to the files involved. Rather, it is considered virtual because the join disappears 
if the map document is not saved. Exporting the shapefile while a join is intact will create a new file 
that permanently contains all of the attributes of the original shapefile and the joined data.

To export, right click PY_SABINS_0910_00_US.shp in the table of contents, and select 
Data>Export Data…  

Choose to export the joined data as a shapefile. 

For the purposes of this tutorial, the exported file is called PY_SABINS_0910_00_US_census.
shp. 

A dialogue box will appear asking, “Do you want 
to add the new table to the current map?” 

Select Yes.
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Joining Census 2010 Data to a SABINS Shapefile



Option A: Joining CCD 
School-level Data to School 

Attendance Boundaries
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The SABINS shapefiles can be joined to the CCD School-level data through the use of an association 
table, as the shapefiles do not contain the unique key used to identify schools in CCD.

Add the following files to your map document:
a. PY_SABINS_0910_00_US_census.shp – Kindergarten school attendance boundaries with 
census data attached.
b. NS_SABINS_CCD_0910_00.dbf – Crosswalk table that connects school attendance boundaries 
to school in the CCD.
c. CCD0910.dbf – 2009-2010 Common Core of Data file.

Join the association table NS_SABINS_
CCD_0910_00.dbf to the shapefile by right 
clicking PY_SABINS_0910_00_US_census.
shp in the table of contents. Then select Joins and 
Relates >Join…

a. Under “What do you want to join to this layer?” 
select Join attributes from a table. 

b. For both the numbers 1 and 3 (the field the 
join will be based on), select GISJOIN. Select 
NS_SABINS_CCD_0910_00 under number 2, 
“Choose the table to join to this layer, or load the 
table from disk:” 

c. Make sure the radio button next to “Keep all 
records” is selected.

d. Press OK.
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Link SABINS Shapefile to CCD Association Table



You may view the joined table by right clicking PY_SABINS_0910_00_US_census.shp in the 
table of contents and selecting Open. The figure below shows the tables that have been joined, with 
the critical NCESSCH field included.

Next, export the joined shapefile.  To export, right click PY_SABINS_0910_00_US_census.
shp in the table of contents, and select Data>Export Data…  Choose to export the joined data as a 
shapefile. For the purposes of this tutorial, the exported file is called PY_SABINS_0910_00_US_
prepped.shp. Add the new shapefile to the map when prompted.  
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Link SABINS Shapefile to CCD Association Table



With the SABINS shapefile now containing the NCESSCH field, it can be successfully joined to the 
CCD which also contains the NCESSCH field.  

Join the school data (CCD0910.dbf) to the school 
boundary shapefile created in last step.  Right 
click on PY_SABINS_0910_00_US_prepped.
shp in the table of contents. Then select Joins and 
Relates>Join…

a. Under “What do you want to join to this layer?” 
select Join attributes from a table. 

b. For both the numbers 1 and 3 (the field the 
join will be based on), select NCESSCH. Select 
CCD0910.dbf under number 2, “Choose the table 
to join to this layer, or load the table from disk:” 

c. Make sure the radio button next to “Keep all 
records” is selected.

d. Press OK.

You may view the joined table by right clicking PY_SABINS_0910_00_US_prepped.shp in the 
table of contents and selecting Open. The figure below shows the tables that have been joined, with 
the CCD fields now attached to each polygon record in the SABINS shapefile. Notice that the school 
names are now visible, whereas before this join, they were not included in the attribute table of this 
shapefile.
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Join CCD Data to SABINS Shapefile



Finally, export the joined shapefile. To export, right click PY_SABINS_0910_00_US_census.shp 
in the table of contents, and select Data>Export Data… 

Choose to export the joined data as a shapefile. 

For the purposes of this tutorial, the exported file is called PY_SABINS_0910_00_US_CCD.shp. 
Add the new shapefile to the map when prompted.  

With this final shapefile, we can now map school specific attributes through each school attendance 
boundary. In the example below, darker shades of red represent schools with a greater number of 
enrolled kindergarten students.
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Join CCD Data to SABINS Shapefile



Option B: Joining SABINS 
Polygon and/or Census Data 

to CCD School-level Data
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The SABINS shapefiles can be joined to the CCD School-level data through the use of an association 
table, as the shapefiles do not contain the unique key used to identify schools in CCD.

Add the following files to your map document:
a. PY_SABINS_0910_00_US_census.shp – Kindergarten school attendance boundaries with 
census data attached.
b. NS_SABINS_CCD_0910_00.dbf – Crosswalk table that connects school attendance boundaries 
to school in the CCD.
c. CCD0910.dbf – 2009-2010 Common Core of Data file.

Join the CCD table CCD0910.dbf to the 
association table by right clicking NS_SABINS_
CCD_0910_00.dbf in the table of contents. Then 
select Joins and Relates >Join…

a. Under “What do you want to join to this layer?” 
select Join attributes from a table. 

b. For both the numbers 1 and 3 (the field the 
join will be based on), select NCESSCH. Select 
CCD0910.dbf under number 2, “Choose the table 
to join to this layer, or load the table from disk:” 

c. Make sure the radio button next to “Keep all 
records” is selected.

d. Press OK.
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Link CCD to Association Table



You may view the joined table by right clicking NS_SABINS_CCD_0910_00.dbf in the table of 
contents and selecting Open. The figure below shows the tables that have been joined, with the 
critical GISJOIN field now included.

Next, export the joined .dbf file. To export, right click NS_SABINS_CCD_0910_00.dbf in the table 
of contents, and select Data>Export... 

Choose to export the joined data as a dBASE file. 

For the purposes of this tutorial, the exported file is called NS_SABINS_CCD_0910_00_schools.
dbf. Add the new file to the map document when prompted.  
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Link CCD to Association Table



With the school data now containing the GISJOIN field, it can be successfully joined to the SABINS 
shapefile which also contains the GISJOIN field.  

Join the SABINS shapefile (PY_
SABINS_0910_00_census.shp) to the 
school data created in last step.  Right click on 
NS_SABINS_CCD_0910_00_schools.dbf 
in the table of contents. Then select Joins and 
Relates>Join…

a. Under “What do you want to join to this layer?” 
select Join attributes from a table. 

b. For both the numbers 1 and 3 (the field the 
join will be based on), select GISJOIN. Select 
PY_SABINS_0910_00_census.shp under 
number 2, “Choose the table to join to this layer, 
or load the table from disk:” 

c. Make sure the radio button next to “Keep all 
records” is selected.

d. Press OK.

You may view the joined table by right clicking NS_SABINS_CCD_0910_00_schools.dbf in the 
table of contents and selecting Open. The figure below shows the tables that have been joined, with 
the SABINSID field now attached to each individual school record. Notice that the multiple schools 
that share a single SABINSID are now all visible.
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Joining SABINS Data to Schools



Finally, export the joined .dbf file. To export, right click NS_SABINS_CCD_0910_00_schools.dbf 
in the table of contents, and select Data>Export... 

Choose to export the joined data as a dBASE file. 

For the purposes of this tutorial, the exported file is called NS_SABINS_CCD_0910_00_schools_
kindergarten.dbf. Add the new file to the map document when prompted.  
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Joining SABINS Data to Schools



Start ArcCatalog. In the 
Catalog Tree, right click the 
folder where you plan to 
store SABINS data, and select 
New>File Geodatabase.  Name 
the geodatabase as you see 
fit, in this example it is called 
SABINS_Data.gdb

Create a new feature dataset by right clicking 
the new geodatabase (SABINS_Data.gdb) 
and select New>Feature Dataset...

Then, in the first dialogue box labeled “New 
Feature Dataset,” name your feature dataset 
PY_SABINS.  Click Next>.

Migrating your data to a file geodatabase is beneficial for a number of reasons. It is easier to keep 
track of the various files, and you may experience faster processing speed with the exceptionally 
large files that SABINS data users encounter.
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Storing Data in a File Geodatabase



In the next dialogue box, 
select a coordinate system by 
clicking Projected Coordinate 
Systems>Continental>North 
America>USA Contiguous Albers 
Equal Area Conic. 

Press Next >.

The next dialogue box will ask you to 
“Choose the coordinate system that will be 
used for Z coordinates in this data.” Leave 
this blank by selecting nothing. 

Press Next >.

The next dialogue box will ask you to 
set the XY Tolerance. Be sure the box is 
checked next to “Accept default resolution 
and domain extent (recommend).” 

Press Finish. 

In order to import data, right click your new feature dataset (PY_SABINS) and select 
Import>Feature Class (multiple)... 

A new dialogue box will appear 
labeled “Feature Class to 
Geodatabase (multiple)”.

Press the folder icon next to the 
box labeled “Input Features,” and 
navigate to the location of your 
shapefiles and data tables. Select 
the ones you would like to add to 
the geodatabse, and click Add. When 
importing multiple feature classes at 
once, ArcCatalog will automatically 
assign each feature class the same 
name as the input features.

Finish by pressing OK. The actual 
import may take a minute or so to 
complete.
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Storing Data in a File Geodatabase


